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The Kit: DeSound 

Digital Musical Instrument (DMI) design often involves Haptic and Audio Interaction Design of the key DMI elements of gestural control, sound 
production, and mapping strategies. However, rapid prototyping of functional DMIs can be difficult as designers need to be skilled in a diverse 
range of technologies such as microprocessors, sensing technologies, and programming languages.  

To address this challenge, a toolkit, DeSound, for generating ideas and prototypes of DMIs was created and described in this paper. The 
toolkit allows designers to explore materiality and gestural interaction in DMI design by quickly making functional prototypes, exploring and 
playing with tangible components and sensors, and rethinking the role of material and haptic interaction in DMI design.

Introduction 

Figure 2: The Toolkit:(a) Bela embedded computer, breakout board, and a mini 
speaker; (b) USB cable and wires; (e) different types of sensors.

Sensors 
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Figure 3: Construction of sensors, bend sensor, 
stretch sensor, pressure sensor (from top to bottom). 

DeSound in Use 

We invited 11 participants using the toolkit to build functional prototypes within 
limited time (45 min), and then performing with the prototype DMIs (Figure 3).  

Participants described their design process as ``playing with different musical 
gestures," and then finding subtle control mechanism via the haptic interaction 
with the sensors. 

To provide different haptic interaction, the sensors 
were made in four types of materials: (1) rubber, (2) 
foam, (3) fabric, and (4) foam-filled fabric.

Remarks and Future Work 

Figure 4: Example of Participant’s Construction

In user testing (analysis in progress, unreported), initial analysis suggests that 
the toolkit provides an approach to generating ideas and prototypes that retain 
openness. 

Following that, a possible study could be a longitudinal study. Following 
designers to develop the design over a longer period may provide insight into 
how the toolkit to support designers develop their instruments.

Figure 1: Overview of the System
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